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臣自至白舌舛舟艮色艸
臣

chén

minister, official

radical #: 131  strokes: 6
自

zì
oneself

radical #: 132  strokes: 6
至
zhì
arrive
radical #: 133  strokes: 6
白

jiù
mortar

radical #: 134  strokes: 6
舌
shé
tongue
radical #: 135  strokes: 6
舛

chuǎn
contrary, oppose

radical #: 136  strokes: 6
舟

zhōu
boat

radical #: 137  strokes: 6
艮
gèn
limit
radical #: 138  strokes: 6
色

sè

color, appearance

radical #: 139  strokes: 6
艹
cǎo
ggrass

radical #: 140  strokes: 6